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Hemingway's Five Finger Exercises

Ernest Hemingway is f amous f or his brevity in f iction. His stories tell much with f ew words, and this
technique is admired and aspired to by many writers. He sharpened his writ ing skills through a training
exercise that started with writ ing about what he observed on any given day. The next step was recording
these observations and rewrit ing the sentences until they satisf ied him. For Hemingway, the practice of
writ ing and rewrit ing sentences is like a f ive-f inger exercise on the piano. The strategy f or improving your
writ ing skills begins with observation and practice.
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1. Observe and Record

The skill of  observing must be learned. Hemingway told many to observe what happens around
them in daily lif e to obtain good substance f or stories. "Remember what the noises were and
what was said," Hemingway said, according to scholar Charles Fenton in his book, "The
Apprenticeship of  Ernest Hemingway." Observation provides the details f or stories.

Michael Reynolds, author of  several Hemingway biographies, writes that this f irst step of  this
f ive-f inger exercise would begin with sentences such as "'I have seen,' 'I have watched,' 'I have
stood.'" These sentences can be "passive observations, a reporter's point of  view," Reynolds
states. Getting the sentences right does not matter as much as the writ ing of  them, says
Reynolds. Observing is the init ial objective of  this exercise. From observations, other ideas
f low, but the observation must f irst be captured and documented.

Practice

Once the words are down, rewrit ing must take place. In "Monologue to the Maestro: A High
Seas Letter," Hemingway said, "Find what gave you the emotion; what the action was that gave
you the excitement. Then write it down making it clear so the reader will see it too and have the
same f eeling that you had. That's a f ive-f inger exercise." Hemingway describes the process of
what makes every story unique, which is the writer's voice and perception. All of  this begins
with paying attention to everything happening.

The very heart of  Hemingway's exercise is practice. Peter Grif f in, author of  "Along with Youth:
Hemingway, the Early Years," writes that while Hemingway was working on his f iction, he would
tell others, "Nothing to do but practice." This kind of  discipline is like practicing on the piano.
Gerald Kennedy agrees, adding that Hemingway believed the f ive-f inger exercise is "analogous
to the virile pursuits like hunting and deep-sea f ishing; as if  they emphasize the connection
between art and these strenuous, worldly activit ies" (Kennedy). The idea is to keep writ ing,
even when it doesn't f eel creative or even when you don't f eel like doing it. Discipline improves
writ ing, just as f inger exercises lead to an improved skill.
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How to Report Observations

Writing detailed and descriptively comes naturally f or some and is a learned skill f or others. Train
yourself  to use your senses to...

Finger Stretching Exercises

Stretching your f ingers can help improve your mobility and reduce problems with chronic ailments
such as arthrit is, carpal tunnel syndrome or trigger...

How to Teach Ernest Hemingway

Ernest Hemingway's lif e and works are excellent subjects f or literary study. The spectacles of  the
f ormer almost match the drama of  the...

Advanced Writ ing Techniques

Beginning writers may struggle with dif f erent issues, f rom spelling and grammar to the overall
organization and construction of  their essay or short...

Guided Writ ing Techniques

To paraphrase Ernest Hemingway, the f irst draf t of  anything isn't worth much. It 's not too much
dif f erent when you f irst start out...

The Advantages of  Polydactyl Cats

The Advantages of  Polydactyl Cats. Most cats have f ive toes on their f ront paws and f our toes on
each of  their back...

How to Exercise the Mouse Finger

If  you have a sedentary job, you have probably experience mild f inger cramping brought on by
excessive use of  the keyboard and...

Activit ies to Improve Narrative Writ ing

The common wisdom in the world of  words is that the f irst draf t of  anything is garbage. Writ ing is
not as simple...

American Writ ing Styles of  the 1920s

Af ter the end of  World War I, American literature ref lected a sense of  disillusionment even as the U.S.
economy boomed during the...

How to Use Your Five Senses in Writ ing

When you write without thinking about all f ive of  your senses, you tend to f ocus on what you see,
perhaps because writ ing...

How to Find Short Short Stories

Short, short stories range f rom stories told in a f ew words or sentences, called micro-f iction or
f lash-f iction, to stories containing up to...
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Observation and Inf erence Lab Activit ies

Observation and Inf erence Lab Activit ies. You make an observation when you use your senses to
note and record f acts. You use your...

Improv Exercises: Word at a Time Story

The word at a t ime story works on the skills of  listening, sharing, supporting other peoples' ideas
and being in the moment....

Finger Independence Exercises

Not many people even know they can exercise their hands, but f inger f itness can help with many
things in lif e. People wanting...

How to Teach Reading Comprehension Strategies to Your Struggling Reader

Reading comprehension strategies support struggling readers by helping them to understand the
text as a whole rather than word f or word. Students...

List of  Great American Authors

While a list of  great American authors could include the names of  hundreds of  writers, a number of
novels exemplif y the experience...

Polydactylism Cause

Most cats are born with f ive digits on each f ront paw and f our on each back paw. Some cats,
however, are born...

Finger Exercises f or Typing

Typing requires f inger dexterity and practice. Incorrect placement of  f ingers on the keyboard and
weak f inger muscles can lead to repetit ive use...

Motels in Key West, FL

Motels in Key West, FL. Key West, Florida is one of  the most popular vacation destinations in the
United States. Each year,...

Observation in Dhyana Meditation & Yoga

Learn about the art of  observation in Dhyana meditation and yoga in this f ree video clip.
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DIY Gif t Wrap Tutorial f rom Creativebug

Check It Out
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